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Academic rigour, journalistic flair

Throughout history, Indigenous peoples have been responsible for the development

of many technologies and have substantially contributed to science.

Science is the pursuit of knowledge. Approaches to gathering that knowledge are

culturally relative. Indigenous science incorporates traditional knowledge and

Indigenous perspectives, while non-Indigenous scientific approaches are commonly

recognized as Western science. Together, they contribute substantially to modern

science.

Although the value of integrating Indigenous science with Western science has been

recognized, we have only begun to scratch the surface of its benefits.

Indigenous perspectives are holistic and founded upon interconnectedness, reciprocity and the

utmost respect for nature. Both Western and Indigenous science approaches and perspectives have

their strengths and can greatly complement one another.

As an Indigenous scientist who specializes in combining traditional ecological knowledge with wildlife 

ecology research, I have come across many examples where blending both approaches has resulted in

Indigenous knowledge has aided and enhanced modern science and technology for centuries, Natan Obed, president of Inuit Tapiriit Kanatami,
speaks about climate change at the global COP22 conference in Marrakech, Morocco, in November 2016. (AP Photo/Mosa'ab Elshamy)
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excellent contributions to modern science.

Roots of food and medicine

For centuries, Indigenous people’s lives depended on their knowledge about the environment. Many

plant species — including three-fifths of the crops now in cultivation and enjoyed across the globe —

were domesticated by Indigenous peoples in North, Central and South America. Corn, squash, beans,

potatoes and peppers are just a few examples of foods that now contribute vastly to global cuisine!

Indigenous knowledge about the medicinal properties of plants has been instrumental in

pharmacological development. For example, as settlers arrived in North America, Indigenous people

helped newcomers cure life-threatening scurvy through conifer-needle tonics that were rich in

vitamin C.

The active ingredient in the pain reliever Aspirin, acetylsalicylic acid, was first discovered by

Indigenous people who utilized the bark of the willow tree. Medicinal plant properties are still being

recognized to this day — especially in tropical ecosystems — as Indigenous people share their

knowledge.

Technology to TEK

Technological innovations such as the canoe, kayak, toboggan or snowshoe aided in travel and 

transport and were quickly adapted by European settlers.

Indigenous peoples, with their decades of personal experience combined with that of their ancestors,

harbour vast knowledge about the environment and the ecological relationships within them.

Staples of diets around the world, such as corn and squash, are derived from Indigenous knowledge. (Shutterstock)

https://www.pc.gc.ca/en/nature/science/autochtones-indigenous
http://www.foxnews.com/science/2017/10/26/500-year-old-native-american-canoe-to-be-unveiled-to-public-at-mississippi-museum.html
http://www.thecanadianencyclopedia.ca/en/article/kayak/
http://www.thecanadianencyclopedia.ca/en/article/toboggan/
https://www.snowshoemag.com/2012/06/17/snowshoes-and-the-canadian-first-nations/
http://firstpeoplesofcanada.com/fp_groups/fp_groups_travel.html
https://www.shutterstock.com/image-photo/harvest-thanksgiving-cornucopia-filled-vegetables-on-157218698?src=vyxHoPuqvjNoRbzNgGD_8w-1-6
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Tremendous opportunities exist where such knowledge can contribute to modern science and natural

resource management.

Indigenous knowledge, also known as Traditional Ecological Knowledge (TEK), is essentially the

cumulative body of knowledge associated with ecological relationships, which is handed down

through generations by Indigenous people.

TEK has already provided insight into environmental change, wildlife population monitoring,

sustainable harvesting practices, behavioural ecology, ecological relationships and so much more.

Inuit observations have identified several important environmental changes in the Arctic as a result of

climate change, and their knowledge about bowhead whale behaviour helped researchers revise their

survey methods to improve population size estimates.

Elders of the Heiltsuk First Nation in B.C. recognized two types of wolves — coastal and inland —

previously undocumented by Western scientific methods. With such proven value in only a few

examples, imagine how TEK can further inform science!

TEK continues to complement Western science. In light of recent moose population decline across

North America, my own research aims to incorporate Indigenous knowledge to help identify factors

that may be responsible for this decline.

Indigenous education is essential

Indigenous knowledge has long added to modern science and technology. Conservator Kathryn Etre discusses the
preservation techniques she and others use to protect a 7.6-metre Indigenous canoe, known as the Swan Lake Canoe, at
the Museum of Mississippi History in Jackson, Miss., in September 2017. The rare platform-style, cypress-tree dugout is
believed to have been made between the years 1500 and 1600. (AP Photo/Rogelio V. Solis)

http://www.inuitknowledge.ca/
http://www.iisd.org/library/inuit-observations-climate-change-full-length-version-dvd
http://www.timescolonist.com/coastal-wolves-a-whole-different-animal-study-finds-1.1122052
http://www.cbc.ca/beta/news/canada/sudbury/sudbury-indigenous-research-moose-population-1.4359108
http://www.cpimages.com/fotoweb/cpimages_details.pop.fwx?position=5&archiveType=ImageFolder&sorting=ModifiedTimeAsc&search=canoe%20and%20native&fileId=7ED4E565C8CEED276553137C3F07278F0211563F5E7047DF3AAB663AE59BB0CF1642B0B80D34257E6710EC2568FB7698B59B4D70A14C35A5085499F7776FCE74F2B7765E8750034730859FC82D50AED997F3D71413C5BAAE23A5FDFBA8443D9642F841C1FF39A6F82A1B1FF576DC98DF75589EBB6778C596CC596E2D9EFE3921EF4F506E8BDB69DE148D61CC7D9E974E447BAD8FA4B95087
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Despite the recognized value of Indigenous perspectives and knowledge, there are few Indigenous

science scholars. Scholars with specialization in Indigenous science can provide mentorship as well as

become role models for current and prospective Indigenous science students.

By encouraging Indigenous science scholar recruitment, forthcoming research incorporating

Indigenous perspectives can pave the way to promote culturally inclusive scientific approaches.

Many wildlife species are at risk across the planet, and engaging in co-operative management

initiatives that embrace Indigenous science are now more important than ever. Collaborations are

becoming more and more common. For example, the Canadian government incorporates TEK in 

assessing species at risk. The Worldwide Indigenous Science Network (WISN) restores TEK dialogue

to the world’s most pressing ecological issues.

Throughout history, Indigenous people, perspectives, and knowledge have contributed substantially

to the development of science and technology and will surely continue to do so for generations to

come!

Further reading

Indian Givers: How Native Americans Transformed the World by Jack Weatherford. Broadway

Books, 2010.

Indigenous Knowledge, Ecology, and Evolutionary Biology by Raymond Pierotti. Routledge, 2011.

“What tradition teaches: Indigenous knowledge complements western wildlife science” by Paige M.

Schmidt and Heather K. Stricker. USDA National Wildlife Research Center – Staff Publications, 2010.
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